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ABSTRACT

Depression is the leading cause of disability worldwide. Mental illness is now turning out to be much bigger problem it is important to take necessary actions to control this and reduce its ill effects. For this we need to use the data in social media and analyze that data then we need to identify the effected individual and give them the necessary suggestions based on the severity of the problem. For this we can make use of sentiment analysis concept and classify the post sent by the user into categories like positive (alright), neutral(initial stages) and negative(ill). After identifying the individuals we need to recommend the suggestion like happy, calm, relaxing, or motivational messages to users with psychological disturbances and help individuals to avoid landing in trouble in long term.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Depression is a common disorder that impact on individual ability to perform life activities. Depression also correlates with other mental illnesses, most often debilitating symptoms of anxiety, or drug abuse illnesses. The onset of depression happens earlier in life today than in previous decades. So, It’s important to identify and take necessary care as earlier as you can so that one reduce its ill effect significantly. But, the challenge here in identifying is many people who are suffering from depression feels like they are pretty much as the other people around so it makes very difficult to identify the candidates in specific. With the technology now most of the people are involving in social media and expressing their thoughts, views, feelings, opinions etc through which we can able to say how the person is feeling which eventually helps us in recognizing the people who are depressed or stressed or mentally ill for some extent. So, thanks to technology especially in this aspect.

Software Details:

2. Python Interpreter
3. MS Excel
4. COLAB TOOL

Hardware Details:

1. Processor - Pentium-III
2. Speed - 1.1 GHz
3. RAM - 256 MB (minimum)
4. Hard disk - 20 GB
5. Key Board - Standard Windows Keyboard
6. Mouse - Two or Three button mouse
7. Monitor - SVGA

Fig.1: Block diagram for Sentimental analysis

The Existing solutions: The Sentiment Analysis is mainly used for analyzing and knowing pulse of the customers mainly. Generally most of the people use either Python or R language to write the code for sentiment analysis. Generally from collected data sets from customers through surveys or Reviews the data is analyzed and conclusions are drawn with the help of various Algorithms. Generally the pattern is firstly they Tokenize the sentences and then they remove the insignificant portion of words which doesn’t contribute any significance to the sentiment analysis and then they perform the analysis to find the polarity. This is how the present Sentiment Analysis work in general.

Our objective is that we can find the people with the depression, mental illness and help them and these days most of the people are expressing their feelings on social media first so it is the best source to find out about how and what people are going through and hence we can save lots of money in the future by knowing the mental health condition of people right now in the present using social media

II. RELATED WORK

MODULES OF THE SYSTEM

1. Loading
2. Data Preprocessing
3. Visualizing
4. Training and Testing

**Loading:** In this we will obtain the Twitter data by streaming the required tweets using keywords and collected into a text file initially created. When data sets are ready you can proceed on to the pre-processing stage.

**Pre Processing:** In this stage we will go through the data sets and the given dictionary. The dictionary contains words with their corresponding polarity, which is essential to calculate the feeling of each tweet, each word will become tokens and polarity is granted. Each tweet will consist of the sum of all the polarity of each word and will be divided by word count in that tweet

**Visualizing:** Once the preprocessing is done. You can find the file in the "processed_data / output.xlsx" directory. When you open it, you will find that the ID (tweet) and Sentiment of each tweet are separated into 2 columns. With this output, you now have a set of twitter data and its corresponding sentiment filtered by pressure keywords. (Positive, Neutral and Negative). MS Excel is used to visualize the output data an through python libraries like matplotlib.lib we can visualize in through graphs.
**Training and Testing:** With output that we got we can use that as reference for training models using other algorithm like Naive Baye Accuracy, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machines, Kneighbours and Random Forest. After that we can calculate accuracy of each model by comparing it to the actual result and we can choose the best of bunch for further doing of sentiment analysis. And Even we can calculate the respective time taken.

**Input Design:**

The input design is what the user sees. It is the front end. It is designed in such a way that the user understands what is to be done. It comprises the developing specification and procedures for data preparation and those steps are necessary to put data into a usable form for processing can be achieved by inspecting the computer to read data from a written or printed document or it can occur by having people keying the data directly into the system. The design of input focuses on controlling the number of inputs required, controlling the errors, avoiding delay, avoiding extra steps and keeping the process simple. The input is designed in such a way so that it provides security and ease of use with retaining the privacy.

**Output Design:**

A quality output is one, which meets the necessities of the top user and presents the data clearly. In any system results of processing are communicated to the users and to other system through outputs. In output design it’s determined how the information is to be displaced for immediate need. It’s the foremost important and direct source information to the user. Efficient and intelligent output design improves the system’s relationship to assist user decision-making. Designing computer output should proceed in an organized, well thought out manner, the correct output must be developed while ensuring that every output element is intended so people will find the system can use easily and effectively. When analyses design computer output, they ought to identify the particular output that’s needed to satisfy the necessities.

**FEASIBILITY STUDY**

we analyse how feasible our project is in all of the aspects like economical, technical and social feasibility in order to study how acceptable and successful the project is. Besides all the theoretical assertions, we study the practicality of the project in this section. Some understanding of the system's main requirements is necessary for feasibility analysis. There are three main criteria to the feasibility study

1. **Technical feasibility**
2. **Economic feasibility**
3. **Social feasibility**

**TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY:** Technical feasibility is studied to know the technical requirements to the project and how modest these requirements are. Considering the current project, the system merely requires a Wi-Fi connection which is now a very minimal requirement. All the resources we used in the system are simple and minimal and hence, we can do the assertion in which the system is technically feasible.

**ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY:** we study economic feasibility to check how economically viable the project is. Economic feasibility in general includes the expenditure put in and a justification of how this expenditure is economic. The current project is most likely an economically feasible project as we are capable of controlling the lights and fans at a cost lesser than the cost of a smart bulb. We are also able to protect our home time to time from disasters that could cost us fortunes. Additionally, we save a lot of money by switching off lights timely, which could otherwise add a fortune to our electricity bill.

**SOCIAL FEASIBILITY:** We study social feasibility to know how acceptable the system is by the user. By testing the social feasibility we can also get constructive criticism that could help us in developing the project in future. The current project involves a simple application that the user has to install. He can control everything in the circuit just by the touch of a button. There's no complexity in the gas leakage system as well, as it works on its own and only notifies the user when the levels of CO are high. Hence, we assert that the system is socially feasible.
III. PROCEDURE AND METHODOLOGY

Fig.2: Block diagram for the sentiment analysis process

Packages:

**Numpy Package**: Numpy is a package in python to perform large scale numerical operations on high dimensional arrays. It can perform scientific computations with large scale data. Numpy provides different functions and attributes that can be applied on the arrays to retrieve necessary information out of the arrays. Numpy is robust and memory efficient. It has several inbuilt optimizations that are written in C which helps in faster execution while dealing with arrays of several hundred dimensions. This library contains wide variety of mathematical and algebraic operations that can be performed on Numpy arrays.

**Scikit-Learn Package**: This package available in python to deal with machine learning models. It provides pre implemented models of classification, regression and clustering like linear regression, SVM, Decision Trees, Logistic Regression, K-Means, DBSCAN etc. The core part of this library is implemented in C which makes it more efficient and takes less time in execution of models. This package provides a complete pipe line to implement machine learning models right from model compilation to model evaluation. It provides different metrics to evaluate the model. The .fit(), .fit_transform(), .predict() are the common functions used in every model of the scikitlearn package. It provides a generalized functions to deal with different machine learning algorithms as a result it is very easy to implement the models.

**Matplotlib package**: Matplotlib are open source packages available in python which deals with visualization of data. They help us to draw conclusions about from the plots drawn. They provide different visualization plots to perform univariate and bivariate analysis of data. Matplotlib is a older package but has all the core functionality do deal with the plotting. SeaBorn is the latest package used for visualization which is built on top of Matplotlib contains functions to create plots like scatter plot, violin plot, bar plot, count plot, PDF, CDF etc. Generally in real world to understand the profit or loss of a company by observing or looking upon graphs is easy. In present world data is complex and increasing day by day it leads to so many complex problems. Startups are fail to guess their position in future why because they are unable to know their revenue and expenditure like how much they
gain in given period. Matplotlib is Python helpful in efficient way to determined 14 Scattering graphs also we draw below example shows the scatter graph of any company analysis

**Tweepy Library:** It is a Python library file for getting to the Twitter API. It is well known for basic robotizations and making twitter bots. Tweepy has very numerous highlights. Tweepy is publicly released, and on GitHub and empowers the Python to speak with Twitter stage and utilize its API. For a presentation on the library Twython. At the hour of composing, the present variant of tweepy is 1.13.

Tweepy establishment

It can be introduced utilizing pip, a Python bundle supervisor. In this article, we're going to utilize a virtual domain (virtualenv) for the ventures to abstain from relying upon framework wide bundles. For more data on virtual conditions and pip, look at Python Virtual Environments: You can begin by making a task called tweepy-bots. The initial step is to make an index and a virtual situation:

```
$ mkdir tweepy-bots
$ cd tweepy-bots
$ python3 -m venv venv
```

The orders above make the virtual condition inside the undertaking index. At that point you can introduce the Tweepy bundle. To begin with, you have to enact the recently made virtual condition and afterward use pip to do the establishment:

```
$ source ./venv/bin/activate
$ pip install tweepy
```

You will use requirements.txt while deploying the project. Presently that Tweepy is introduced.

**IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS**

**Output generation**

The system’s output will be in the form of a number in an excel sheet according to the id that we take. The output can be a positive number or a negative number or neutral(zero).
Fig. 3: Screenshot of input Tweet data in tweetdata.txt

Fig. 4: Screenshot of Dictionary File which as polarities of various words
Fig. 5: Screenshot of output after executing the preprocessing code

Fig. 6: Screenshot of further information after executing the Preprocessing code
Fig. 7: Screenshot of Excel File with id and polarity

Fig. 8: Screenshot of Confusion matrix of various Algorithms
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In these days due to various Reasons people are getting stressed and depressed which is very difficult to identify on their own this project, The DETECTION OF MENTAL HEALTH CONDITION OF SOCIAL MEDIA USER’S USING SENTIMENT ANALYSIS can able to detect the users having depression, Stressed and even who are not Mentally Healthy using the Sentiment Analysis through social media in this project we chosen the Twitter in which we can classify the user into either of the three categories based on their Tweets. Though it is not cent percent accurate it can only get better and better in Future.

FUTURE SCOPE: In this project we used twitter for collecting the data in future one can extend this data to various other social media Applications. In this we haven’t included the recommendation as the Twitter actually haven’t allowed us to Tweet or Retweet to the users so its further expansion can be a Recommendation System which Actually helps the users to know that they need to consult the doctor incase they are suffering from the stress or depression.
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